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	The Exponential Era: Strategies to Stay Ahead of the Curve in an Era of Chaotic Changes and Disruptive Forces, 9781119746515 (1119746515), John Wiley & Sons, 2020

	
		This book introduces the Exponential Era, the extraordinary times we are living where the convergence of technology platforms that grow at exponential rates is creating unprecedented opportunities for companies that know how to benefit from it, and disastrous results for those that don't.

		 

		 In the book you will learn about:

		 

		- The megatrends shaping the future of business and society

		- The exponential platforms that are creating astonishing opportunities and risks

		- The types of companies that thrive in this environment and those that are being destroyed

		 

		You will also learn about a robust methodology called SPX that challenges the current thinking in strategic planning and provides an effective playbook for companies to stay ahead of the exponential curve.

		 

		Finally, the authors provide a thoughtful discussion about the impact of the Exponential Era on humanity, and how the rapid changes we are experiencing challenge our current societal structures, economics, and ethics.
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Enterprise Services with the .NET Framework: Developing Distributed Business Solutions with .NET Enterprise ServicesAddison Wesley, 2005
Enterprise Services with the .NET Framework is the only book that experienced  .NET developers need to learn how to write distributed, service-oriented  applications that take full advantage of Microsoft Enterprise Services. Filled  with clear, runnable examples in C# (with Visual Basic .NET examples available  on the Web), this book will quickly...

		

The Well-Tended Perennial Garden: The Essential Guide to Planting and Pruning Techniques, Third EditionTimber Press, 2017

	“This practical guide is lush with clear, step-by-step advice.” —Real Simple

	

	Since its original publication twenty years ago, The Well-Tended Perennial Garden has helped home gardeners successfully plan, plant, and tend their gardens. Now Tracy Di-Sabato-Aust’s trusty advice and...


		

Fuzzy Reasoning in Information, Decision and Control Systems (Intelligent Systems, Control and Automation: Science and Engineering)Springer, 1994
This book is devoted to the study of fuzzy reasoning as applied  to decision making and control processes. It contains a collection of  important contributions covering a wide well-selected range of topics  within the field. 
  The book contains twenty-one papers, written by thirty-four  distinguished contributors and is divided into five...




	

Network Coding Theory (Foundations and Trends(R) in Communications and Information Theory)Now Publishers, 2006
Network Coding Theory provides a tutorial on the basic of network coding theory. It presents the material in a transparent manner without unnecessarily presenting all the results in their full generality.   Store-and-forward had been the predominant technique for transmitting information through a network until its optimality was refuted by network...

		

Beginning Windows 8Apress, 2012

	Windows 8 has been described by Microsoft as its ‘boldest’ Windows release ever. Beginning Windows 8 takes you through the new features and helps you get more out of the familiar to reveal the possibilities for this amazing new operating system.

	

	You will learn, with non-technical...


		

Power: Why Some People Have It and Others Don'tHarper Perennial, 2010

	“Pfeffer [blends] academic rigor and practical genius into wonderfully readable text. The leading thinker on the topic of power, Pfeffer here distills his wisdom into an indispensable guide.”...
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